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Introduction

The nasal septum (NS) divides the nasal cavity into two, 
lending central support to the nasal dorsum. The main com-
ponents of the NS are the nasal septum cartilage (NSC), the 
perpendicular plate of the ethmoid (PPE), and the vomer 
bone (Fig. 1).1 The thickest part of the NSC is the area con-
nected to the vomer and PPE, which has clinical implica-
tions during reconstructive surgery and tissue engineering.1-6 
NSC is avascular, devoid of neural and lymphatic supply, 
and is surrounded by perichondrium and respiratory epithe-
lium. According to its location, it articulates with the frontal 
bone, nasal bone, cribriform plate, sphenoid bone, maxil-
lary crest, vomer, and palatine bone. Implied from NSC 
pathologies such as nasal septum deviation, the NSC is 
thought to play an important role during breathing and mas-
tication, as well as in the cosmetic appearance and growth 

of the face.7,8 Chondrocytes are the exclusive residents of 
the NSC. They are organized as units called chondrons and 
their immediate environment is referred to as the territorial 
area, while the area in between those areas is named 
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Abstract
Objective. Nasal septum cartilage is a hyaline cartilage that provides structural support to the nasal cavity and midface. 
Currently, information on its cellular and mechanical properties is widely dispersed and has often been inferred from 
studies conducted on other cartilage types such as the knee. a detailed understanding of nasal cartilage properties is 
important for several biological, clinical, and engineering disciplines. the objectives of this scoping review are to (1) 
consolidate actual existing knowledge on nasal cartilage properties and (2) identify gaps of knowledge and research 
questions requiring future investigations. Design. this scoping review incorporated articles identified using PrOSPerO, 
Cochrane library (CDSr and Central), WOS BiOSiS, WOS Core Collection, and ProQuest Dissertations and theses 
global databases. Following the screening process, 86 articles were considered. articles were categorized into three  
groups: growth, extracellular matrix, and mechanical properties. Results. Most articles investigated growth properties 
followed by extracellular matrix and mechanical properties. NSC cartilage is not uniform. Nasal cartilage growth varies 
with age and location. Similarly, extracellular matrix composition and mechanical properties are location-specific within 
the NSC. Moreover, most articles included in the review investigate these properties in isolation and only very few 
articles demonstrate the interrelationship between multiple cartilage properties. Conclusions. this scoping review presents 
a first comprehensive description of research on NSC properties with a focus on NSC growth, extracellular matrix 
and mechanical properties. it additionally identifies the needs (1) to understand how these various cartilage properties 
intersect and (2) for more granular, standardized assessment protocols to describe NSC.
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interterritorial area.9 In addition to the chondrocytes, the 
extracellular matrix (ECM) of the NSC is composed mainly 
of Collagen II, Aggrecan and Hyaluronic acid, among other 
proteins.10 Interestingly, the origin of the NSC and PPE are 
the same, a cartilage that at the most posterior aspect under-
goes endochondral ossification becoming the PPE, while 
the most anterior remains cartilaginous and is known as the 
NSC.1 The complex composition and organization provide 
NSC with specific properties, some of them common to 
other hyaline cartilages, but others exclusive of it, that have 
been studied over the last decades.

There is interest from several disciplines in understand-
ing NSC (Fig. 2). Clinically, NS deviation is one of the 
most frequent deformations resulting in cosmetic and respi-
ratory alterations. Severe cases require surgical intervention 
to alleviate breathing obstructions and may require implan-
tation of new cartilage. Further NSC is one of the primary 
and commonly used donor sites for autologous cartilage 
graft in nasal reconstructive and cosmetic surgery.11 It is 
also used for autologous grafting to other locations such as 
the knee, as it is relatively easy to harvest hyaline cartilage 
and shows superior tissue stability compared to auricular or 
costal cartilages.11 However, its small size and limited tis-
sue availability pose significant limitations, in particular 
when previous surgical intervention/trauma to the nose has 
occurred.11 Several studies have demonstrated that nasal 
cartilage can serve as a source to replace lost hyaline carti-
lage in joints.2-6 There is an unmet clinical need to be able to 
engineer hyaline cartilage that is functionally stable and 
able to respond to local requirements, such as mechanical 
compression, lubrication, ability to withstand inflammatory 
signals. A comprehensive literature review addressing those 

topics in relation to tissue engineering of the nasal cartilage 
was recently published11 and thus they will not be further 
considered here. In addition to regenerative medicine, sev-
eral branches of biology are interested in understanding 
NSC development and its contribution to facial growth as 
well as its structural properties (Fig. 2). Thus, from various 
angles, there is interest for an in-depth understanding of 
NSC properties.

Figure 1. anatomy of the nasal septum cartilage.

Figure 2. Understanding nasal cartilage properties will benefit 
an interdisciplinary team of individuals.
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NSC has been a focus of investigations since the 19th 
century. A breadth of knowledge has accumulated over time, 
conducted in a variety of species using diverse methodologi-
cal approaches. Most studies focus primarily on a single 
property. Studies are often invested in identifying novel 
capabilities of nasal chondrocytes for cartilage regeneration, 
but very rarely consider in-depth, the underlying biological 
properties that contribute to these capabilities. There appears 
to be an overall lack of understanding of how these proper-
ties collectively contribute to form the mature NSC. While 
for other cartilages, in particular knee cartilage, research has 
significantly contributed to understanding cartilage biology, 
it is less clear what has been demonstrated for NSC or has 
been inferred from studies involving other cartilages. Since 
most of the effort invested has been sporadic, some attempt 
to streamline the research objectives is required. Hence, we 
decided on the format of a scoping review to unify specific 
knowledge on NSC, potentially resolving controversies and 
challenges associated with its development and function. 
This review synthesizes published studies on NSC proper-
ties to (1) consolidate the current state of knowledge on 
extracellular, mechanical, and growth properties, and (2) 
identify the areas that need further investigation.

Methods

Study Design

A scoping review rather than a systematic or narrative 
review was used since it is designed to allow unbiased 
exploration and reporting on a broader research topic. 
Arksey and O’Malley’s12 five-stage methodological frame-
work was used to conduct this scoping review. A Preferred 
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 
(PRISMA-R) checklist was used to provide the reader with 
a review outline (Table 1) as well as demonstrate method-
ological transparency and reproducibility.

Stage 1: identifying the Research Questions

This study reviewed published literature from various data-
bases as outlined in Supplemental Appendix 1 to demonstrate 
the existing knowledge on NSC. We focussed on what type 
of properties of the nasal cartilage do authors characterize.

Based on this, we developed the search strategy, organi-
zation, and analysis of the scoping review findings. The 
NSC properties identified from the extracted data were cat-
egorized into three groups to assess the state of research 
conducted on each property (Fig. 3).

Stage 2: identifying Relevant Studies—Search 
Strategy

A search was executed by an expert searcher/health librar-
ian (SC) on the following databases: PROSPERO, Cochrane 

Library (CDSR and Central), WOS BIOSIS, WOS Core 
Collection, and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global 
using controlled vocabulary and text words representing the 
concepts “nasal cartilage” and “biological or physical prop-
erties.” No limits or search filters were applied. Databases 
were searched from inception to April 2021 and were 
updated July 19, 2021. Detailed search strategies are avail-
able in Supplemental Appendix 1.

Stage 3: Study Selection

An extended PRISMA-R approach was used to report on the 
findings (Fig. 4). Articles from the above-mentioned data-
bases and search terms identified 3761 articles that were 
exported to COVIDENCE review management software, 
where 244 duplicates were removed. A moderate interrater 
agreement was established using Cohen’s kappa. The inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria outlined in Figure 4 and Table 2 
yielded 86 articles which were thus assessed in this review.

Stage 4: extracting and Charting Results

The identified articles were reviewed and charted by two eval-
uators using duplicate screening verification (PB and FB). A 
consensus-based discussion was performed to resolve incon-
sistencies and disagreements. The articles were organized by 
author, title, year, country, type of article and central theme of 
the article. The 86 articles selected for this review were pub-
lished between 1963 and 2021. The geographic breakdown 
revealed that 41.86% (36/86) originated from the United 
States, 6.98% (6/86) from Canada, 5.81% (5/86) from 
Germany, 4.65% (4/86) from the United Kingdom, 4.65% 
(4/86) from Turkey, 5.81% (5/86) from South Korea, 4.65% 
(4/86) from the Netherlands, 3.49% (3/86) from Japan, 3.49% 
(3/86) from France, 3.49% (3/86) from Switzerland, 2.32 % 
(2/86) from Greece, 2.32% (2/86) from Iran, 2.32 % (2/86) 
from Denmark, and 1.16% (1/86) article each from Australia, 
Austria, Hong Kong, Hungary, Norway, Portugal, and Sweden.

Stage 5: Reporting Results

The findings from the 86 articles were classified based on 3 
groups identified in Figure 3. The three groups included:

1. Growth
2. ECM and collagen composition
3. Mechanical properties

Each of the common themes was surveyed based on the 
research question identified in stage 1.

Availability of Data

The data used in the review are available upon request from 
the corresponding author.
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Results

Overview
The 86 articles in the review were categorized based on the 3 
groups of NSC properties. Most research articles discussed 
the growth properties of NSC (45.34%, 39/86)8,13-50 followed 
by articles on ECM (26.74%, 23/86)9,10,51-71 and mechanical 
properties (22.09%, 19/86)7,9,72-82,83(p20),84-89 (Fig. 5). Only 
3.49% of articles (3/86) addressed both cartilage growth and 

ECM properties,90-92 while 2.32% (2/86) discussed ECM in 
connection with mechanical properties of the NSC.93,94 No 
articles investigating growth in conjunction with mechanical 
properties were identified. None of the articles incorporated 
all three aspects (growth, ECM, and mechanical) of the NSC. 
Table 3 lists the articles characterized as studies investigating 
NSC growth properties, whereas Tables 4 and 5 list ECM, 
and mechanical properties, respectively. Table 6 lists articles 
that discussed more than one property.

Table 1. Preferred reporting items for Systematic review and Meta analyses Statement (PriSMa-S) Checklist.

Section/topic # Checklist item location(s) reported

INFORMATION SOURCES AND METHODS
Database name 1 Name each individual database searched, stating the platform for 

each.
Methods

Multi-database searching 2 if databases were searched simultaneously on a single platform, 
state the name of the platform, listing all of the databases 
searched. (Cochrane library (reviews and trials)

Methods

Study registries 3 list any study registries searched. Methods
Online resources and browsing 4 Describe any online or print source purposefully searched or 

browsed (e.g., tables of contents, print conference proceedings, 
web sites), and how this was done.

N/a

Citation searching 5 indicate whether cited references or citing references were 
examined, and describe any methods used for locating cited/citing 
references (e.g., browsing reference lists, using a citation index, 
setting up email alerts for references citing included studies).

N/a

Contacts 6 indicate whether additional studies or data were sought by 
contacting authors, experts, manufacturers, or others.

N/a

Other methods 7 Describe any additional information sources or search methods 
used.

N/a

SEARCH STRATEGIES
Full search strategies 8 include the search strategies for each database and information 

source, copied and pasted exactly as run.
Supplemental appendix 

1
limits and restrictions 9 Specify that no limits were used, or describe any limits or 

restrictions applied to a search (e.g., date or time period, language, 
study design) and provide justification for their use.

Methods

Search filters 10 indicate whether published search filters were used (as originally 
designed or modified), and if so, cite the filter(s) used.

N/a

Prior work 11 indicate when search strategies from other literature reviews were 
adapted or reused for a substantive part or all of the search, citing 
the previous review(s).

N/a

Updates 12 report the methods used to update the search(es) (e.g., rerunning 
searches, email alerts).

Methods

Dates of searches 13 For each search strategy, provide the date when the last search 
occurred.

Supplemental appendix 
1

PEER REVIEW
Peer review 14 Describe any search peer review process. N/a
MANAGING RECORDS
total Records 15 Document the total number of records identified from each 

database and other information sources.
Supplemental appendix 

1
Deduplication 16 Describe the processes and any software used to deduplicate 

records from multiple database searches and other information 
sources.

Methods

rethlefsen Ml, Kirtley S, Waffenschmidt S, ayala aP, Moher D, Page MJ, Koffel JB, PriSMa-S group. last updated February 27, 2020.
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Nasal Septum Cartilage growth

Growth properties were most frequently investigated over 
the past six decades (42/86), with an exponential increase in 
studies in the last decade. Most studies were conducted in 
North America (20) and Europe (15), followed by Asia (5), 
Middle East (1), and Australia (1) (Fig. 5). 21 articles stud-
ied human samples, whereas the rest used various animal 
models such as rats (7), mice (8), pigs (4), rabbit (1), and 
chicken (1) (Fig. 6).

Human studies commented either on NSC development, 
NSC growth, or the role of NSC in midfacial growth. Most 
of the studies investigated NSC growth and its role in mid-
facial growth. Only a few studies addressed the develop-
ment of the NSC itself. They established that the NSC 
originates from the ectomesenchyme (neural crest) and first 
develops during the third month of embryonic develop-
ment.41 Its overall shape is influenced both by the vertical 
growth and the time the ossifying PPE meets the vomer.23 
Cartilage thickness and appearance vary throughout devel-
opment. The anterior base of the NS and the postero-supe-
rior area were described as being the thickest parts while the 
antero-inferior part above the base is thinnest.32,54,83 The 
cartilaginous area of the NS decreases with age while the 
total area remains constant over time.29,34 This reduction 
was attributed to the ossification of the PPE. Sex differ-
ences were observed during NSC development where males 
have a larger NSC area than females.43,44 An inverse rela-
tionship between NSC and age was observed for both 

sexes.29,45,48 One study investigated size differences between 
different ethnic populations finding that those of European 
descent have a larger NS than individuals of African 
descent.30

NSC growth was assessed using proliferation and cell 
density measurements. The NS develops both by apposi-
tional and interstitial growth with cell densities decreasing 
and cell size increasing from birth to adulthood. A rapid 
increase in cell size was noted during the first two years of 
life. Much more limited proliferation was noted up to the 
age of 35 years in the anterior central part of the NS.43,46 
However, it is not clear whether this compensates for cell 
apoptosis. Studies on minipigs also described a high prolif-
erative capacity of the anterior central cartilage, as well as 
decreasing cellularity with age.14,15 Several studies corre-
lated changes to cellularity with episodic growth of the 
NSC in humans.8,13,29,43,46 NSC growth is rapid during the 
first 2 years of life and plateaus by early adulthood (20 
years). Data for children and adolescents are very limited. A 
similar episodic growth pattern was also observed in mice, 
pigs, and rats, although the timing of the bursts and pauses 
in growth was variable. Because of this growth potential 
early in development, investigators considered the NSC as 
a primary growth center for midfacial growth. Currently 
unresolved, two contradictory lines of thought persist: 
where one from Scott et al. proposes that the NSC is a 
growth center that pushes the midfacial bones downward 
and forward during the prenatal period of development. In 

Figure 3. Conceptual framework of the scoping review.
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Table 2. inclusion and exclusion Criteria Used in the review.

Criteria inclusion Criteria exclusion Criteria

language english or english translated articles Non-english articles with no english translation
Year of Publication all articles published None
Peer-reviewed Yes None
Study Design Original research,

in vivo and in vitro research,
literature reviews,
Human, rodent, rabbit and pig studies

tissue engineering using nasal chondrocytes
Surgical case studies
Nasal cartilage pathologies

Figure 4. Preferred reporting items for Systematic review and Meta analyses (PriSMa) flow chart outlining the scoping review 
process.

contrast, Moss et al. proposed the functional matrix theory 
where the NS is a strut, and its growth is passive and merely 
compensatory to the expansion of the nasal cavity and mid-
facial bones. Due to the inability to directly test these 

theories in humans, tests in various animal models have 
been done/undertaken.30,31,35 Many of those studies were 
done on rats. For instance, NS was extirpated and the effect 
on septum height was assessed. Extirpated snouts31,35 
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showed reduced nasal height without the overall height of 
the face being affected. Altering the timing of extirpation 
led to different growth outcomes. None of the experiments 
resolved the controversy if NS directly drives or only 
accompanies midfacial growth.

A variety of techniques were used to assess NSC devel-
opment. Investigations involving humans commonly used 
computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), and cephalometric analysis. Studies of human 
cadavers allowed for a detailed description of histological 
appearance and staging of cartilage maturation adding to 
the understanding of NSC growth and development. Tissue 
dissection and histology were predominantly used in stud-
ies involving animals. Access to CT imaging was histori-
cally limited, however, in the past decade, CT analysis has 
been more widely used. This disparity in techniques used 
between human and animal studies has for a considerable 
time prevented direct data comparison and knowledge 
translation.

Even though NSC growth is one of the most investigated 
aspects, gaps, and controversies related to its development 
remain. Single time-point analysis and investigations at 
various ages resulted in variable, not directly comparable 
results. The lack of standardized measures for nasal growth 
is a direct consequence of the use of diverse methodology. 
Snout resection studies in animals presented contradictory 
results and furthered the controversy in determining whether 
NSC is a critical structure for midfacial growth as these 
studies used animals of varying sizes and ages. Variation in 
location of resection added to the divide in findings. To 

overcome poor understanding of developmental timelines 
and the controversy regarding the role of nasal growth for 
midfacial growth, investigations need to utilize multiple 
methodologies to query cartilage thickness, proliferation, 
and growth as the NSC develops. This would provide a 
strong foundation for developing hypotheses related to the 
role of NSC in midfacial growth. To illustrate this point, the 
two opposing theories outlining the role of nasal septum in 
midfacial growth were in part the result of limited method-
ology and understanding of NS growth at the time these 
experiments were performed. Thus, there is a need to con-
duct age-matched standardized experiments to resolve this 
controversy.

eCM and Collagen Composition of Nasal 
Septum Cartilage

Of the 86 included studies, 28 focused on ECM components 
of the NSC (Table 4). Again, most were carried out in North 
America (12) and Europe (11), with a few coming from 
Asia (4) and the Middle East (1) (Fig. 5). Almost half of the 
papers (10) came from the USA alone. More than half of the 
studies were published within the last ten years (16) with 
21.43% published between 2001 and 2010 (6), 10.71% in 
the period from 1981 to 1990, and 7.14% in the 1970s  
(Fig. 5). Half of the studies used human samples, while the 
other half used different various animal models, specifically 
mice (8), bovine (5), rats (1), and rabbits (1) (Fig. 6).

A variety of methods were employed for studying the 
ECM, in particular basic histological techniques as well as 

Figure 5. Descriptive information of articles categorized into three nasal cartilage categories. (left panel) 39 articles discussed 
growth properties of the nasal septum cartilage while 23 commented on extracellular matrix properties and 19 articles assessed 
mechanical properties. (right panel) articles categorized based on the 3e cartilage properties and graphed as a function of time and 
geographical location. Note articles published in 2021 were added to 2011-2020.
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Table 3. articles that investigated growth Properties of the Nasal Cartilage.

author Year title Country

al Dayeh and Herring 2014 Cellular proliferation in the nasal septal cartilage of juvenile minipigs USa
al Dayeh et al. 2013 real-time monitoring of the growth of the nasal septal cartilage and the 

nasofrontal suture
USa

amano et al. 2020 indian hedgehog in craniofacial neural crest cells links to skeletal 
malocclusion by regulating associated cartilage formation and gene 
expression

Japan

ashique et al. 2002 Signaling via type ia and type iB bone morphogenetic protein receptors 
(BMPr) regulates intramembranous bone formation, chondrogenesis 
and feather formation in the chicken embryo

Canada

Babula et al. 1970 role of cartilaginous nasal septum in midfacial growth USa
Bruintjes et al. 1996 review of the functional anatomy of the cartilages and muscles of the 

nose
Netherlands

Burdi 1965 Sagittal growth of the nasomaxillary complex during the second 
trimester of human prenatal development

USa

Carnevale and tatum 1996 Chondrocyte volume fraction distribution in porcine septal cartilage: 
an initial stereoscopic evaluation

USa

Catala and Johnston 1980 interstitial growth of septal cartilage in the young albino-rat USa
Copray 1986 growth of the nasal septal cartilage of the rat in vitro Netherlands
Daultrey et al. 2018 the Caucasian Nasal Septum: an in Vivo Computed tomography Study UK
Delaire and Precious 1987 interaction of the Development of the Nasal Septum the Nasal Pyramid 

and the Face
France

Diewert 1980 Differential Changes in Cartilage Cell Proliferation and Cell Density in 
the rat Cranio Facial Complex during Secondary Palate Development

Canada

elsaesser et al. 2016 Characterization of a migrative subpopulation of adult human 
nasoseptal chondrocytes with progenitor cell features and their 
potential for in vivo cartilage regeneration strategies

germany

adegani et al. 2013 a comparison of pluripotency and differentiation status of four 
mesenchymal adult stem cells

iran

Foster and Holton 2016 Variation in the Developmental and Morphological interaction Between 
the Nasal Septum and Facial Skeleton

USa

goergen et al. 2017 Morphological interaction between the nasal septum and nasofacial 
skeleton during human ontogeny

USa

granstrom and 
Magnusson

1992 Histochemical analysis of enzymes involved in the formation and 
metabolism of the nasal septal cartilage

Sweden

grymer and Bosch 1997 the nasal septum and the development of the midface. a longitudinal 
study of a pair of monozygotic twins

Denmark

Hall and Precious 2013 Cleft lip, nose, and palate: the nasal septum as the pacemaker for 
midfacial growth

Canada

Holton et al. 2011 Nasal Septal and Premaxillary Developmental integration: implications 
for Facial reduction in Homo

USa

Holton et al. 2012 Nasal septal and craniofacial form in european- and african-derived 
populations

USa

Howe et al. 2004 the growth of the nasal septum in the 6-9 week period of fetal 
development—Warfarin embryopathy offers a new insight into 
prenatal facial development

australia

Hwang et al. 2010 Mapping thickness of Nasal Septal Cartilage Korea
Kaucka et al. 2018 Signals from the brain and olfactory epithelium control shaping of the 

mammalian nasal capsule cartilage
austria

Kim et al. 2008 analysis of the Development of the Nasal Septum according to age 
and gender Using Mri

Korea

Kim et al. 2010 anatomical Variation of the Nasal Septum: Correlation among Septal 
Components

Korea

Kvinnsland 1974 Partial resection of cartilaginous nasal-septum in rats—its influence on 
growth

Norway

 (continued)
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author Year title Country

long et al. 1968 regional Variations in Chondrocyte Proliferation in the Cartilaginous 
Nasal Septum of the growing rabbit

USa

Marulanda et al. 2017 Matrix gla protein deficiency impairs nasal growth, causing midface 
hypoplasia

Canada

Melsen 1976 Histological analysis of the Post Natal Development of the Nasal 
Septum

Denmark

Pavlov et al. 2003 Chondrogenic differentiation during midfacial development in the 
mouse: in vivo and in vitro studies.

France

Searles 1977 a radioautographic Study of Chondrocytic Proliferation in Nasal Septal 
Cartilage of the New Born rat

USa

Seltzer 1963 the problem of the nasal septum USa
Van loosen et al. 1988 the Nasal Septal Cartilage in the Newborn Netherlands
Van loosen et al. 1997 Nasal cartilage maturation assessed by automated computer-assisted 

image analysis
UK

Vetter et al. 1983 growth-activity in human septal cartilage—age dependent 
incorporation of labeled sulfate in different anatomic locations

germany

Vetter et al. 1984 Postnatal-growth of the human septal cartilage—preliminary report germany
Vidic et al. 1972 the Structure and Pre Natal Morphogenesis of the Nasal Septum in the 

rat
USa

 (continued)

Table 3. (continued)

Table 4. articles that investigated extracellular Matrix Properties of the Nasal Cartilage.

author Year title Country

aksoy et al. 2011 Structural characteristics of septal cartilage and mucoperichondrium turkey
ayad and Weiss 1984 a New look at Vitreous Humor Collagen UK
Boukla 1990 Purification and Properties of Bovine Nasal Hyaline Cartilage Collagenase greece
evans et al. 1983 localization of Collagen types and Fibronectin in Cartilage by immuno 

Fluorescence
UK

glant et al. 1977 the localization of Proteo glycans and glyco Proteins in the Hyaline 
Cartilage

Hungary

Holden et al. 2008 Human Nasal Cartilage Ultrastructure: Characteristics and Comparison 
Using Scanning electron Microscopy

USa

Kim et al. 2018 Characteristics of Nasal Septal Cartilage-Derived Progenitor Cells during 
Prolonged Cultivation

Korea

lee et al. 2013 age-related Histologic Changes in Human Nasal Cartilage USa
Neuman et al. 2013 a compositional analysis of cadaveric human nasal septal cartilage USa
Pelttari et al. 2017 Nasal chondrocytes as a neural crest-derived cell source for regenerative 

medicine
Switzerland

Perin et al. 1978 Comparative Studies on Human and Bovine Nasal Cartilage Proteo glycan 
Complex Components

France

riedler et al. 2017 age-related Histologic and Biochemical Changes in auricular and Septal 
Cartilage

USa

rotter et al. 2001 age dependence of cellular properties of human septal cartilage—
implications for tissue engineering

USa

Sasano et al. 1992 Distribution of type i collagen, type ii collagen and PNa binding 
glycoconjugates during chondrogenesis of three distinct embryonic 
cartilages

USa

Sasano et al. 2001 gene and protein expressions of type i collagen are regulated tissue-
specifically in rat hyaline cartilages in vivo

Japan

Shafiee et al. 2011 Nasal Septum-Derived Multipotent Progenitors: a Potent Source for Stem 
Cell-Based regenerative Medicine

iran

takahashi et al. 2012 Histological study of the nasal septal cartilage in BalB/c-bm/bm mouse 
which spontaneously induces malocclusion

Japan
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author Year title Country

theocharis et al. 2002 isolation and characterization of matrix proteoglycans from human nasal 
cartilage—Compositional and structural comparison between normal and 
scoliotic tissues

greece

Ustunel et al. 2003 immunohistochemical distribution patterns of collagen type ii, chondroitin 
4-sulfate, laminin and fibronectin in human nasal septal cartilage

turkey

Wan et al. 2018 a six-gene expression toolbox for the glands, epithelium and chondrocytes 
in the mouse nasal cavity

USa

Wiggenhauser et al. 2018 the distribution patterns of COMP and matrilin-3 in septal, alar and 
triangular cartilages of the human nose

germany

Yu et al. 2017 expression of Noggin and gremlin1 and its implications in fine-tuning BMP 
activities in mouse cartilage tissues

USa

Zhang et al. 2012 expression of dentine sialophosphoprotein in mouse nasal cartilage USa

Table 4. (continued)

Table 5. articles that investigated Mechanical Properties of the Nasal Cartilage.

author Year title Country

al Dayeh et al. 2009 Deformation of Nasal Septal Cartilage During Mastication USa
alkan et al. 2011 tensile Characteristics of Costal and Septal Cartilages Used as 

graft Materials
turkey

al Dayeh and Herring 2014 Compressive and tensile mechanical properties of the porcine 
nasal septum

USa

Bos et al. 2018 Structural and Mechanical Comparison of Human ear, alar, and 
Septal Cartilage

Netherlands

Caffrey et al. 2013 Flexural Properties of Native and tissue-engineered Human 
Septal Cartilage

USa

Colombo et al. 2013 Mechanical behavior of bovine nasal cartilage under static and 
dynamic loading

Switzerland

Correro-Shahgaldian et al. 2016 Properties and Mechanobiological Behavior of Bovine Nasal 
Septum Cartilage

Switzerland

Flam 1974 the tensile and Flexural Properties of Bovine Nasal Cartilage USa
grellmann et al. 2006 Determination of strength and deformation behavior of human 

cartilage for the definition of significant parameters
germany

iwanaga et al. 2018 Distribution of the internal nasal branch of the infraorbital 
nerve to the nasal septum: application to rhinoplasty

USa

reuther et al. 2012 in vivo oxygen tension in human septal cartilage increases with 
age

USa

richmon et al. 2006 Compressive biomechanical properties of human nasal septal 
cartilage

USa

richmon et al. 2005 tensile biomechanical properties of human nasal septal 
cartilage

USa

rotter et al. 2002 age-related changes in the composition and mechanical 
properties of human nasal cartilage

USa

tekke et al. 2014 importance of nasal septal cartilage perichondrium for septum 
strength mechanics: a cadaveric study

turkey

tsao and Chuah 1988 Development of Bone-like Substance in Cartilaginous rat 
Nasal Septum Under experimental Conditions

Hong Kong

Westreich et al. 2007 Defining nasal cartilage elasticity—Biomechanical testing of the 
tripod theory based on a cantilevered model

USa

Xia et al. 2012 anisotropic properties of bovine nasal cartilage USa
Youn et al. 2000 Optical and thermal properties of nasal septal cartilage USa
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Table 6. articles that investigated More than One Nasal Cartilage Property.

author Year title Country Cartilage Property

Baddam et al. 2021 Nasal Septum Deviation as the Consequence 
of BMP-Controlled Changes to Cartilage 
Properties

Canada growth and extracellular 
Matrix Properties

Bong-Soo et al. 2021 Septal chondrocyte hypertrophy contributes to 
midface deformity in a mouse model of apert 
syndrome

South Korea growth and extracellular 
Matrix Properties

Baddam et al. 2021 Histological and molecular characterization of the 
growing nasal septum in mice

Canada growth and extracellular 
Matrix Properties

Fertuzinhos et al. 2020 thermo-Mechanical Behavior of Human Nasal 
Cartilage

Portugal extracellular Matrix and 
Mechanical Properties

Naumann et al. 2002 immunochemical and mechanical characterization 
of cartilage subtypes in rabbit

USa extracellular Matrix and 
Mechanical Properties

Figure 6. Species used to investigate nasal cartilage properties.

immunohistochemistry/immunofluorescence. The over-
arching aim was to describe ECM components and their 
relative location throughout the NSC. In the last couple of 
decades, in-situ hybridization and various biochemical 
assays were employed to support traditional histology.42,44 
More recently, quantitative data from micro-CT, RT-qPCR, 
chromatography, and biochemical assays for proteoglycan 

and glycosaminoglycan content were more frequently 
used.

Most studies were descriptive and identified the ECM 
as an irregularly organized network of fine filaments and 
granules formed of collagen and non-collagen compo-
nents.10,54 In particular, collagen fibers fill the interstitial 
space of the network.54,60,70 Its composition depends on the 
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site of origin within the cartilage likely reflecting local, 
functional, and physiological demands on the cartilage.90 
The predominant collagen is Collagen II (85%–90%) 
which provides tensile strength and, in a lesser proportion, 
other types of collagens (Collagen I, VI, IX, X, and 
XI).9,52,68 There is controversy on the presence of Collagen 
V.9,65,66,94 Collagen II is found throughout the entire carti-
lage while Collagens I and III are restricted around chon-
drocytes (territorial zone).9,94 Given the variety of 
collagens, their different localization within the matrix 
with some of them difficult to recognize due to masking 
by proteoglycans (PG), hyaluronic acid digest is com-
monly used to expose the minor protein components 
located in the center of the cartilage.10 Their specific dis-
tribution has been described from embryonic development 
onwards. At early stages, Collagen I is found predomi-
nantly within the precursor blastema of the NSC.62 
Following a transition phase with the expression of both 
Collagen I and II, Collagen II becomes dominant through-
out the cartilage while Collagen I is predominantly found 
on the periphery.62

The non-collagenous protein fraction consists mainly of 
proteins such as Laminin, glycoproteins (GP) such as 
Fibronectin, and proteoglycans (PG) such as aggrecan.51,65,66 
There is a high content of glycosaminoglycans (GAG; 
Hyaluronic acid, chondroitin sulfate, heparan sulfate, and 
keratan sulfate), essential for maintaining an adequate level 
of water in the structure.66 PG seems to be arranged in two 
levels: a PG-aggregate and a PG-collagen. PG-aggregate 
connects the core protein and link proteins (glycoproteins), 
while the PG-collagen binds the core proteins to the sur-
rounding collagen. In the same way, there is an interaction 
between link proteins and collagen fibers.10,55 We identified 
only one study that compared PG content from human and 
bovine cartilage.59 Although the study demonstrated some 
differences such as the chondroitin sulfate/keratan sulfate 
content, PG properties, and link protein distribution, it did 
not discuss their functional relevance to the development/
function of the NSC. The most abundant PG is Aggrecan, 
which is entrapped within Collagen II providing resistance 
against compressive forces.65 A decrease in the amount of 
PGs with age was reported. It is thought that this does not 
compromise adult NSC as a source of cells for tissue 
engineering.55

Fibronectin, an essential link protein, is distributed 
through the interterritorial matrix (in between territorial 
areas that surround chondrocytes), but it was also found 
within the territorial area as well as connecting units formed 
by a single chondrocyte (chondron) and its immediate sur-
roundings (Fig. 1). These macromolecules are thought to 
play an important role in both cell-matrix adhesion and 
matrix-matrix cohesion in the territorial area.55

Regarding GAG content, chondroitin sulfate is predomi-
nant, followed by hyaluronic acid, keratan sulfate, and in 

minor proportion dermatan sulfate. A special role has been 
attributed to hyaluronic acid, which binds Aggrecan and 
link proteins. Interestingly, the GAG composition of healthy 
human NSC differs from scoliotic NSC, lending support to 
the idea that NSC composition and organization are con-
nected to the ability to withstand functional stresses.65,66

Several reports refer to a differential and specific distri-
bution of collagen and non-collagen components from the 
center of the cartilage to the periphery, as well as in the 
anteroposterior direction.51,62 This specific pattern could 
hold the clue to the particular mechanical properties that 
differentiate the NSC from other hyaline cartilage such as 
the knee articular cartilage.

The detailed description of ECM characteristics is techni-
cally challenging. Results, as in any other field, are technique 
sensitive and this might be the origin of some of the discrep-
ancies noted. For example, separating collagens from the 
non-collagen portion is difficult and this likely affects the 
visualization of the cartilage composition. Few studies com-
pare cartilages from different species, making it difficult to 
translate findings from non-human studies to humans, in par-
ticular since the shape and size of the NSC determine func-
tional abilities. Although there is a high agreement between 
studies concerning cartilage composition, most studies are 
qualitative and merely descriptive. Samples are from differ-
ent locations and ages, making direct comparison difficult. 
More detailed and comprehensive studies are required to 
fully understand the functional importance of the ECM orga-
nization and disposition in the NSC.

Mechanical Properties of the Nasal Cartilage

Nineteen of the 86 studies included in the review investi-
gated mechanical properties of the NSC (Table 5). Most of 
the investigations were conducted in North America (13) 
followed by Europe (5), Middle East (2) and Asia (1) (Fig. 
5). Most of the studies (85.71%) were published in the two 
last decades. An equal number of human (9/21) and animal 
(9/21) studies were conducted (Fig. 6). Equilibrium modu-
lus, elastic modulus, compression, hydraulic permeability, 
stress, strain, and tensile strength were measured in the 
NSC.

Studies measuring the equilibrium modulus82,88,95 
observed a decrease in modulus with increasing donor age. 
The most prominent decrease in equilibrium occurred 
around 25-35 years of age.82,88 This decrease in equilibrium 
was accompanied by a decrease in glycosaminoglycan con-
tent.82 No differences between the sexes were observed. 
Hydraulic permeability measurements assessing flow resis-
tance and collagen content based on hydroxyproline levels 
demonstrated a decrease in flow resistance and collagen 
content with age.82 Studies comparing nasal cartilage to 
various articular (knee) and elastic (ear) cartilages revealed 
that NSC is more permeable than those other cartilages.75 
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Similarly, a decrease in elastic modulus was noted with age, 
which was attributed to NSC remodeling becoming more 
fibrous with age.77,78,82,85 One study calculated the contribu-
tion of the perichondrium that lines the NSC to elastic mod-
ulus and deflection strength.83 NSC with undisturbed 
perichondrium is 18% more effective in preserving shape. 
However, these results might be treated with caution, as 
they were based on a small sample size, no statistical analy-
sis was performed, and ECM quality might have been com-
promised due to the use of human cadaver material. 
Proteoglycans are expected to be important for those mea-
surements have a short half-life after isolation.

Between several studies, stress, strain, compression, and 
tensile measurements on the NSC displayed contradictory 
results. One study reported that mechanical properties of 
the NSC were comparable to other load-bearing cartilages.78 
Compression studies revealed that the septo-ethmoidal 
junction rather than the septum itself was under anteropos-
terior compression caused by occlusal loading.7 The NS 
was found to absorb energy and forces transmitted through 
the skull. One study commented that the NS is overall stiff, 
capable to move only at the vomer.7 Variable stiffness based 
on orientation was described. A higher stiffness was 
observed in the caudal-cephalic and vertical orientation 
than in the horizontal plane. Stress relaxation post compres-
sion measurements aligned with the heterogeneity of stiff-
ness observed along the NS. In general, when studying 
different locations along the NSC height, the central part 
demonstrated greater tissue relaxation potentially due to 
reduced stiffness in that region.77,84 Studies on tensile 
strength of the NSC were limited, with one study compar-
ing nasal and articular cartilages, concluding that NSC has 
weaker tensile strength than articular cartilage.88 Another 
study compared compression and tensile properties and 
concluded that the NSC was more under the influence of 
compression rather than tension.74

The methodologies used to investigate mechanical prop-
erties of the NS are diverse, making it challenging to com-
pare different studies involving assessments of the same 
properties directly. There is a need to develop more univer-
sally applicable measurement systems that ideally can be 
used irrespective of species tested. The use of small sample 
sizes, performing measurements on isolated tissues rather 
than on intact tissues, and age differences could all contribute 
to the incongruence in findings. This makes translation of 
findings across species challenging. In particular, it remains 
unclear to what degree mechanical properties of the NSC are 
heterogeneous and depend on location within the NS.

Articles Addressing Multiple Properties of the 
NSC

Only 5/86 papers reported on more than one property of the 
NSC (Table 6). Two of these papers reported on ECM and 

mechanical properties while the three papers reported on 
growth and ECM properties. The studies on ECM and 
mechanical properties demonstrated that the expression of 
collagen V and collagen X in NSC makes it stiffer than epi-
glottal and articular cartilage.94 In contrast, collagen VI was 
only found in elastic and articular cartilage and not the 
NSC. Thus, expression of various collagens appears to be 
associated with diverse cartilage properties. The distribu-
tion of collagens might be also important because, for 
instance, expression of Collagen X in the NSC is pericellu-
lar, whereas in articular cartilage it is distributed throughout 
the matrix.94 Of the three studies integrating growth and 
ECM properties, one reiterates that NS is a heterogeneous 
structure with a dynamic growth rate that involves bursts 
and pauses of growth during postnatal development of 
NSC.90 This investigation although in mice, confirms that 
during normal NSC development, cell density decreases, 
and cell size increases over time as previously described in 
other rodent and human samples. Moreover, this study also 
demonstrates that the NS matures through chondrocyte 
hypertrophy in an anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral 
direction over time. However, two studies investigated 
alterations to NSC growth and ECM properties during nasal 
septum deviation.91,92 In both studies septum deviation was 
associated with reduced midfacial growth and an increase 
in proteins commonly associated with hypertrophic chon-
drocytes such as Collagen X was observed, suggesting that 
alterations to chondrocyte properties might be directly asso-
ciated with nasal septum deviation.

In conclusion, although attempts have been made to inte-
grate multiple cartilage properties and delineate the func-
tional relationship between them, they ultimately still 
describe the properties in isolation. They fail to demonstrate 
how differences in these properties functionally act together 
and contribute to the development of the NSC.

Discussion

Investigations to define NSC properties have been per-
formed for many decades. Here, we present the first scoping 
review summarizing accumulated knowledge on these 
properties. The most prominent aspects investigated are 
growth, ECM, and mechanical properties; hence, this 
review is structured to reflect this.

Studies assessing growth properties revealed that the 
timeline of growth is variable. Existing data suggest trajec-
tories of growth bursts and pauses during development in 
several species. Variability in the timeline of growth stems 
from diverse ages of human and animal samples used. 
Investigations across different species also demonstrated 
that cell density decreases and cell size increases with age 
in the NSC. If and to what degree, the NSC directly contrib-
utes to midfacial growth remains controversial. Follow-up 
studies to validate or diffuse Scott et al.’s functional matrix 
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theory31 using rats35 remained inconclusive. The influence 
of genetics on NSC growth and differentiation has not been 
widely explored. We identified only one study on twins that 
assessed how nasal trauma affects septum growth.28 
Extrapolating from these results it appears that NSC growth 
is governed by significant genetic predisposition.

Understanding how ECM properties contribute or 
define NSC properties has been a long-standing interest of 
the research field. ECM properties have consistently been 
characterized using classic histological methods and more 
recently from advanced quantitative methodologies such as 
proteomics. Comparing expression patterns of ECM mark-
ers across species is relatively easier. Studies have demon-
strated that the NSC shows a dynamic expression of 
collagens and proteoglycans during development. 
Collagens I and II are most extensively studied showing 
that both Collagens I and II are present at early stages of 
NSC development with Collagen I expression subsiding as 
the NSC matures. Conversely, Collagen II expression 
increases as the NSC differentiates. Differential staining of 
proteoglycans like Aggrecans was also observed during the 
development of NSC. Despite the detailed qualitative 
description, functional significance of differences in these 
ECM markers remains unclear. Furthermore, description of 
expression patterns of ECM components is often limited to 
one specific location and point in time or comparison to 
other cartilage types. This makes it challenging to appreci-
ate how changes in ECM components contribute to NSC 
development and maturation. There are age- and region-
specific changes to chondrocyte density and size. It is fair 
to assume that similar differences also exist in relation to 
ECM components. Surprisingly, only 2/86 studies have 
investigated age-specific changes to ECM while only 1/86 
studies explored both age and region-specific changes to 
expression of ECM markers. Understanding age and 
region-specific expression patterns of ECM components 
become important when comparing native nasal cartilage 
against tissue-engineered cartilage.

Mechanical properties of the NSC were only relatively 
recently investigated. To date, in-depth studies considering 
the age and location of the NSC are lacking. Most studies 
were conducted at a single time point and location. Given 
the heterogeneous structure of NSC, it is fair to assume that 
location-dependent mechanical properties may exist. 
Moving forward, investigations considering age and loca-
tion when assessing mechanical properties should clarify if, 
and how, local variations in properties contribute to the 
physiological function of the NSC.

gaps of Knowledge

NSC properties are not only defined by growth/maturation, 
ECM, and mechanical properties. Little is known about the 
roles nerves, vasculature, and perichondrium play in the 

formation and maintenance of healthy NSC. If, and how, 
the cartilage remodels throughout life is also unknown. 
While compiling articles for this review it became obvious 
that significant literature exists for each of the three selected 
aspects of NSC. However, information on how the three 
properties intersect remains comparatively scarce. Most 
studies addressed a single property in isolation, contribut-
ing to the data heterogeneity.

Although there is sufficient evidence showing that NSC 
grows rapidly during early stages of development, the time 
point when this growth stabilizes remains poorly defined. 
The mechanisms underlying growth stabilization similarly 
remain unexplored. Several articles have demonstrated that 
cell density and cell size are inversely related during NSC 
development. What regulates the switch between a decrease 
in cell density and an increase in cell size and how this con-
tributes to NSC growth remains unclear. A better under-
standing of the growth mechanism would help clinicians 
with treatment planning for growth-dependent pathologies 
such as cleft palate or midfacial hypoplasia.

The expression patterns of ECM components in the 
mature NSC are mostly well established. Detailed infor-
mation on age and location-specific differences are, how-
ever, lacking. Little is known about the ability of the NSC 
to remodel and adapt. We found only one report investi-
gating cartilage proteinases (Collagenase 1 and 2) in 
NSC.53 Outlining expression of collagenases, proteinases 
and their inhibitors becomes important when correlating 
cartilage remodeling to NSC growth. A few articles com-
mented on collagen fibril organization, but no interpreta-
tion of how collagen fibril organization would contribute 
to cartilage maturation and properties was provided. 
Several studies referred to a similar GAG content in NSC 
as found in various other hyaline cartilages, although they 
differ in their properties.78 Why this may be is still unclear. 
Understanding these nuances is clearly important when 
trying to delineate how a particular cartilage meets its 
physiological demands.

To date, mechanical properties of the NSC have been 
least explored and various gaps of knowledge persist. 
Firstly, there is no standardized methodology to test differ-
ent parameters such as tension, compression of NSC. The 
existing methodologies are rather specific to species, size, 
and location of the sample. While this is to some degree 
necessary, developing methodological approaches that have 
wider applicability is important. Second, some articles have 
tested equilibrium and elastic modulus of the NSC. It is cur-
rently unclear to what degree the elastic modulus varies 
within given groups (e.g., patient populations). Similarly, 
NSC from different species depending on biological con-
straints is expected to differ.

In addition to the above-identified specific gaps of 
knowledge, we identified two more general research needs:
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1. There is frequently the implicit assumption that 
NSC properties between different species or differ-
ent hyaline cartilage-bearing tissues are compara-
ble. Given the structural and functional heterogeneity, 
it is reasonable to assume that this is not necessarily 
the case. Thus, there is a need to conduct species- 
and hyaline cartilage type-specific studies.

2. Knowledge is still limited regarding the extent and 
implication of changes to cartilage properties as part 
of NSC pathologies. Recent studies on nasal septum 
deviation in the mouse indicate substantial changes 
to ECM.91,92 Similar studies are yet to be conducted 
in humans.

Strengths and limitations

This review to our knowledge provides the first comprehen-
sive description of the state of research on NSC properties. 
It identifies the need to incorporate already existing knowl-
edge to generate functionally stable cartilage. It underscores 
the need to establish more granular, standardized assess-
ment protocols to describe NSC. Technological advances 
will continue to facilitate this.

A limitation of the review is that it was restricted to NSC. 
It was not the scope of the review to assess all cartilages. It 
is possible that a better understanding of cartilage proper-
ties exists for other cartilages, such as knee articular carti-
lage, however, it would be challenging to translate this 
directly to the NSC. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the 
studies posed a challenge to coherently integrate existing 
knowledge of NSC properties. The need for standardization 
of experiments and methodologies became evident; how-
ever, it was not the scope of this review to critically evaluate 
the various approaches. Although a broad search strategy 
was applied, a possibility remains that some of the articles 
were not considered in this review.
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